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1.
During the motion of _ne lana_n_ capsule (LC) of the automatic
interplanetary stations "VENER-5" _._ "VENER-6", measurements were
> made of variations in the radial velocity of the LC in the atmosphere
=/ of Venus. These measurements were used to determine the wind velocity
_[. pulsations. The same methods used during the landing of "VENER-4"
[1] were used to measure the velocity and to analyze the results.1
During the landing by parachute, the velocity of the LC with
erespect to "VENER-5" w&s d_termined by the wind v loclty, atmospheric
density, and erodynamic characteristics of the LC and the pa_&ch_$e.
The radial velocity component of _he LC, Vr, was determined as
I',= V.co_% + ]%._M#.co_A,
where k is the angle between the direction toward the Earth and the
local vertical at _he landing point; A is the angle between the
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horizontal v_oc1_y co.,pon_,_ tnu _ and the projection of the
a_rec_on toward the _ar_n on the local nor::zontal plane Based on the
i data of the trajectory measurements, the angle i was approximately
2,5 ° for the lan_n_e_.point of "VENER-5" an@ I',_ Y. , and for
"VENER-6" _._ 7° and
1", _. V, _, O,t2V: cos A.
_ _s showed, the velocity of both LC changedAs the me_sure._e-
"_ bmoothly. This made it possible to a_sreo_ra the inertia of the LC-
parachute system, and to assume that at any moment of time we have
..%
/! .
":_ where II'.,ll'_,AI'_,.\I'. are the vertical and horizontal velocity com-
d._ ponents of the wind W and the veaoc_ y var_aslon of LC under the
I influence of the wind AV. In vle_ of the smallness of angles X i:_
-- I "_L
i '" for both LC, the quantity Vr has no significant influence on the
.... " radial velocity. Therefore, further estimates pertain only to the
:i vertical velocity component of the wind.
! "i.. Variations in the radial ve_oclty were measured by a non-
_1. _i interrogating Doppler method. Based on data from studies performed
."i:_: under terrestrial conditions and during the 2light of the inter-
I :-.._: planetary stations, the natural frequency fluctuations of the master
_ ?' LC oscillators for the ca_rler did not exceed one Hertz, which%.
/ " ": when we converted to radial velocity _ comp_ises approxlmately
:I
{ 0.32 m/see. When the measurements were analyzed, allowance was made
)
i for the regular dr_ft o_ _,,e oscillator frequency. This drift was
°i
caused by an increase in the temperature within the LC during the
{ landing.
_ ....... supplied to t:.,eAlter narrow-band ±_orat_on, the siena, was
measuremen_ circuit for the Doppler_ f_Teqhe_oY_ whose measurement unmus
operated in a frequency measuremen'_ reg_ e (regime I) and in a period
2
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• ' r,,easureg.enL _ _'"
. .=ol.,.e ( -_..-',m_i!). The .,.=a._'=,,.en5""" _" -" .....:
g_,ven :n Taoae i. Tne errors are given as conve, tea to radial
velocisy.
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" _. w_,,c velocity•_v Figure _ Pulsations of the vertical ___..__._
:;_ during the landing of V_N,.n-5" an_ •
?.
'. a_o_,, the rad_l velocity values
.. :).:. To de_ermine the wind velocity -_
'-:. obtained_ calculations were made of a,± .the known quantities connected
• "•:
" with the motion of Venus and the Earth_ as well .as the radial velocity
F
i_: component of _he parachute, calculated from telemetry measurements of
a_mobpnere of Venus.
....,° pressure and temperature in the ....
-j,
. .: Figure i presents the results derived from aetermzn_n_ the
: pulsations of the vertical wind velocity component duping the motion
of the landing capsules of "VENER-5" and "VENER-6", which were obtained
I •
by averaging the measurements in a on,_-mznute interval. The pulsation
velocity W' = W -W 0 is plotted along the ordinate axis, where
W0 is the average vertical wind velocity component in one-minute;
W_ _s the possible velocity of the vertical flow., which is constant
throughout the entire landing of the LC. The mean square measurement
" i _ -" _, primarily determined by the_, _ " averag_.n_ was
• e._.ro.. Gur._n_ one-minute
brief frequency fluctuations of the master operators, and was approx-
imately 0.2 m/see.
.)
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Regime I Re[,_ime II
Measurement time, seconds 1.8 0.8
Averaging time, seconds 1.0 0.4
Recording discreteness error, m/sec 0.32 0.002
Maximum fluctuation error, m/sec 0.2 0.3
J
:_ These data as well as _.e results of an analysis with a smaller
.... averaging period show that the maximum pulsation of the vertical
wind velocity were within the limits of measurement errors _hrough-
L-
OUt ..2e entire landing of both LC and did not exceed 0.3 - 0.5 m/
' sec. There were no changes in the velocity of the vertical flow,
l
_ and its gradient did not exceed 0.02 m/sec'km.
<1
The method employed made it possible to record the pulsations
i!_] lasting several seconds and more, which corresponds to a spatial
,,:- turbulence scale of more than 20 - i00 m. Assuming that the turbu-
•_._ lence was approximately isotropio, we arrived at a ma3or_nt estimate
.<_. of the horizontal component pulsations on the order 0.3 - 0.5 m/sec.
• : •._:
•_'_... Using the magnitude of the pulsations, we can make an indirect
_,!/
_._<_ estimate of the horizontal wind velocity. Since the temperature
" '_i_ stratification in the atmosphere of Venus is close to being neutral
_. :i!i. [2], we may expect Zhat the relative inZensity of turbulence is at
:/ least on the same order of magnitude as in the atmosphere of the
Earth (0.1 - 0.02 according to [3], while the value 0.i pertains
:=_-) to the wind velocities up to 5 - 6 m/see In this case, we obtain
the maJorant estimate 0 - (3-25) m/sec, for the horizontal wind
velocity, and the smaller values are more probable. These estimates
are of the same order of magnitude as data derived from direct
; measurements of the horizontal wind velocity obtained on the last
'. 18 - 20 km of the landing of "VENER-4", and do not contradict _he
"_ j 57 • 'theoret_.c_< estimate of the characteristmc wind velocity in the
atmosphere of Venus given in [4]. The larger values of wind velocity
i
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_ ' ' _' _-,'-',of one "V_N:n-4 lancing :.._ybe
• meteoro:og_c_-"_: ,- as well as tor_i_ca _o :ne difference in conditions,
"" " la.,G-_o poir=_ •
_ne greaD a_stance from tne ...._*" '
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